Syair Kisah Perang Rokam (The Ballad of the Rokam War) is a historical syair depicting the outbreak of the anti-British resistance among the Malay folks of Serkam in the state of Malacca in 1887. The uprising of social unrest rose due to the enforcement of a new revenue system that brought repressed emotion among the people. The account of the events were transmitted orally as a local legend and later composed by a person named Encik Hasin into an oral verse form, the syair. It was then transformed into the written form based on the personal notes of Haji Omar Haji Osman, a local religious personage, teacher and also a local historian. Although, the syair encapsulates only nineteen verses, however, it manages to portray the event, criticizing both the British and the local villagers. The British were criticized for introducing such an unfavourable taxation scheme whereas the locals were criticized for their lukewarm spirit in their struggle against the colonial force. In view of this, the purpose of this paper is to introduce a syair form of historical work originated from a village milieu which was orally composed. This paper will also elaborate the folkloristic nature of the syair and its conceptual implication to the conventions of Malay syair. As a commoner's composition of poetic form originated from the village milieu, the characteristic of folkloristic features were highly visible as it was presented in the language of the everyday Malay society. Such folkloristic features could be seen in terms of words selection, sentence construction, the used of nicknames blended with the elements of humour to bring a jovial mood to the audience although there were also historical elements significantly embedded in the syair.
Introduction
The pantun is perhaps the best and most well-known poetic-rhymed verse forms ever created by the indigenes of the Malay Archipelago. (Note 1) Despite originating from the sociocultural milieu of the quintessential Malay village, the pantun has been celebrated across the Archipelago by peoples of diverse sociocultural and linguistics backgrounds who in their daily communications, may have found the four-line verse form truly capable in functioning as a social criticism, as an expression of customs and traditions; as an incantation of magic and charms; for teaching wisdom and the precious art of behaviour; for amusements especially in song and also in matters of amorous events (Braginsky, 2006, p. 501-502) . Due to its characteristics, convention and aesthetic promise, the pantun suits the sociocultural objectives of its creation and it becomes the principal poetic-rhymed form for the transmission of (spoken) knowledge and everyday discourses. However, the real potential of pantun as a formidable medium of literary expression may never be realized. The structural convention of the pantun itself becomes a characteristic limitation in restricting the verbal articulation of ideas. (Note 2)
On the contrary, the syair, (Note 3) another form of poetic-rhymed originated from within the royal court milieu, acclaims much wider usage as it was used as a medium of expression in Malay literary tradition in tandem with the prose form, which gained momentum as literacy and writing-based culture began to engage the literate section of Malay societies. (Note 4) Such poetic-rhymed form is suitable in the composition of various religious treaties or the kitab, (Note 5) literary narratives or the hikayat and historical texts. It is fair to claim that historical narratives have been influential and most widely used by court writers for the purpose of glorifying the greatness of the Malay sultanate, kingdom, descendent and its past (Braginsky, 2006, p. 565) as demonstrated in the Sejarah Melayu. (Note 6) Court narratives aside, interestingly, there are also several historical works in the syair form which were orally composed sans patronage and which subsequently, were narrated by lay persons. These syair include 'Syair Sungai Perak (The Ballad of River Perak)', 'Syair Kampung Behrang Ulu (The Ballad of the Upper Behrang Village)', (Note 7) 'Syair Keramat Teluk Rubiah (The Ballad of the Sacred Bay of Rubiah)' (Note 8) and 'Syair Kisah Perang Rokam (The Ballad of the Rokam War)' (Harun, 1989, p. 264) , an oral transmitted syair depicting the 1887 incident of anti-British resistance among the Malay of Serkam in the state of Malacca. In view of this, the purpose of this paper is to introduce a syair form of historical work originated from a village milieu which was orally composed. This paper will also elaborate the folkloristic nature of the syair and its conceptual implication to the conventions of Malay syair.
Two Versions of Syair Kisah Perang Rokam
Little is known about the existence of the text of Syair Kisah Perang Rokam and the knowledge about the actual war which occurred about 124 years ago in Serkam due to the fact only the elders of Serkam would be familiar with the syair as they could be the descendents of those who took up the cause of the war. (Note 9) The location of the written verses of Syair Kisah Perang Rokam had been a subject of interest for many decades amongst researchers of Malay studies. Presently, there are two versions of the Syair Kisah Perang Rokam text. The account of the text was made public to the Serkam residents in 2005 when this elusive text was found enclosed inside a special commemorative booklet published by the family members of one Tuan Haji Omar Haji Othman , (Note 10) also known as Pak Alang, (Note 11) who once lived as a teacher-cum-cleric and had been the local historian of Serkam. Entitled 'Serkam Satu Kenangan' (Serkam in Memory) (Note 12), it appears that the syair in the booklet comprises only 19 romanized stanzas, prompting speculations about its authenticity. The other version is owned by Encik Osman bin Haji Abu, a khat artist in Umbai, Malacca. As his livelihood is depended on such artistic skill, the poem is enclosed in an A4 size photocopy booklet written in a stylish Jawi script which he makes available for sale.
Both versions bear several similarities in terms of the number of verses and the depiction of event but are slightly different in the sequence of the verse arrangement and also in word selection for certain verses. However, judging through both versions of the syair, it appears that Haji Omar's version is, as it were, more 'authoritative' text than Osman's based on the flow of its plot sequence which makes the narrative more convincing in the presentation of the historical facts. The Syair Kisah Perang Rokam, a surviving piece of an important and active local oral history in a modern Malay society, recalls a historical event that forms the basis for a romanticised war folklore which then circuited the villages in and outside Serkam.
Essentially, the syair depicts a group of villagers in their struggle to overcome their anger and despair brought about by the British due to the implementation of a new colonial revenue system in 1887. Here, two reasons may be suggested for its 'creation'. One, Haji Omar's choice of the syair form as a means of narrating the courage and determinism of the peasants to resist the British authority as well as the great hostility between the two sides which emerged in the event is exclusively for commemorative reason. Another, following its composition into the verse form, the syair immediately assumes the critical function as a mnemonic device for indeed, within the commoner's realm, the rightful place of any oral literature is among it listening audience, who, engaged by the structural and poetic devices of the syair, may find it easier to remember the incident before passing it down to future generations. Only then, perhaps some time later, that Haji Omar took the initiative to transform these oral verses, which has served as the villagers' collective memory, from suffering a life as an endless palimpsest into a more permanent form of the written syair which he preserved in his personal record.
Regarded as a local legend now, the folklore was transliterated into its poetic verse form by a local Serkam villager, Encik Hasan & Hasin, which is alluded to in both versions of the syair shown below: The obvious exception to these almost symmetrical stanzas is perhaps the slight orthographic irregularity in the storyteller's name. Whilst the names are otherwise a perfect match to their romanized Jawi script ‫,)ﺣﺴﻴﻦ(‬ it is plausible that the name Hasin may have both been in actual fact, an original pronunciation and an initial spelling mistake which seems to have been kept intact for generations without providing a disclaimer. In fact, the name Hasin appears to be somewhat less even uncommon among Malays compared to Husin, the popular namesake of one of Prophet Muhammad's 
The Text
The Syair Kisah Perang Rokam may be considered to be a modest creation. Such a notion is based on two facts, that the text construction was attempted along traditional conventions of syair composition and that it only has a total of nineteen stanzas which is a fairly limited number of composition. Furthermore, as it was composed by an ordinary village folk, the verses openly display a less than refined 'form' vis-à-vis the convention of syair composition. All Malay literary works, whether in verse or prose form, usually begin with a doxology, the introductory section of the work. Here, an author usually takes the opportunity to praise Allah and begs for His mercy in order that He may grant him the strength, guidance and protection ahead of the completion of his task. It is then followed by the dedication and eulogy to the king, nobles and other patrons of the arts before expressing his/her own 'conceited' apologies to suggesting, in what is thought as a deeply 'Malay' sense of humility, one's inability to reach the expected level of composition. (Note 14) Regarding this matter, Muhammad (1991, p. 5) explained at length the importance of this introductory section to the author before such an undertaking is to proceed. He stresses that this compulsory preface is where the author gains the specific powers that directly influence him/her in the composition; in the case of this syair it is none other than Allah, The Almighty. As such, it proved Muhammad's claims that the ritual is both a custom as well as a practical manifestation of the writer's beliefs.
As such, without the basic and authoritative opening-glorifying the Almighty Allah, eulogizing the benefactors and apologizing for one's 'imperfections'-in the introductory section, the composition conclusively proves itself to be an orally-derived syair. Such a lacunae becomes justifiable as the author's main intention is none other than to deliberate upon a series of events that have stirred the emotions among his village folks as grief, fear, panic and despair played havoc with their wretched lives. Indeed, the patronizing Malay royal household is out of the author's priorities for the Malaccan sultanate had collapsed a long, long time and now the land was ceded to Britain, the last of the European colonial superpowers. (Note 15) The other observable feature is the exaltation to the Almighty Allah in both versions of the syair wherein, the author deploys the Quranic phrases Bismillah and Alhamdulillah though they are restricted to the first word of the first couple of stanzas. Bismillah in Arabic means 'In the name of God' whereas Alhamdulillah means 'Praise be to God'. The former is part of a longer version of BismillahirRahmannirRahim meaning, 'In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.' Although only partial, it still serves the worshipper's intended acts of supplication such as that of asking for blessing, strength, guidance and protection for the undertaking from Allah. Such a phrase also actually acts as a simple prayer for every Muslim would usually be expected to recite it before they begin doing each of their daily chores, including such purposive composition of the syair in question. Similarly, reciting Alhamdulillah clearly reflects the author's intention in thanking Allah for His blessing and guidance-earlier rather than later in the syair-in pursuing his bardic task to its fruition.
The main body of the text which forms a large portion of this verse form is the description of the event proper, the outbreak of the anti-British resistance among the Malay peasants of Serkam, Malacca. This isolated incident occurred in 1887 when the British introduced a revised form of revenue system which was considered to be unjust by the locals as they felt that it would definitely victimize and suppress the poor Malay peasants. Reaction to such an unpopular and unfamiliar scheme is found in Hasin's accounts of the peasants' emotion; their acts of resistance; the retaliation by the British to curb the situation; the villagers' discomfort and the scenes of the uprising (whose details will be further discussed later). The above are illustrated in stanzas 3 to 17 of the Haji Omar's version, dedicating 15 out of 19 verses on the Serkam's historic social unrest (for further detail, see Table  1 ).
Lastly, the colophon or the concluding section of the text is made up of stanzas 18 and 19. Interestingly, in the penultimate verse, the author takes the opportunity to reveal his identity by naming himself as Hasan (stanza 18 of Haji Omar's version) and as Hasin (stanza 12 in Osman's version). The self-proclamation of one's authorial voice is apparently unprecedented in Malay literary tradition and as such practice is largely unconventional. However, this may be seen as an exception to the general rule precisely because such oral composition took www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 9, No. 13; 2013 place outside the Malay palace, the domain of (high) Malay culture and letters. This invokes a comparison between syair and the works of Abdullah Munsyi, in that both enjoyed the benefit of a late nineteenth century post-Malaccan literary milieu, that is, the absence of a feudal referent. Their works were not intended to glorify the fallen empire. Like Abdullah who wrote in order to criticize the Malay society and their sultan, as for instance in Kisah Pelayaran Abdullah bin Abdul Kadir Munsyi dari Singapura ke Kelantan (1838) and Hikayat Abdullah (1849), Hasin's literary intent was to portray the villagers' struggle and opposition towards the British for imposing an oppressive system of taxation on the natives.
Besides revealing his identity, Hasin, in the Osman's version, used the final stanza as a conclusion in which the people's resistance to repeal the colonial tax system is duly summed up. It is interesting to note that the final stanzas in both versions are rather different in comparison to the relatively corresponding narrative in each version despite both disclosing a dissimilar sequential arrangement. In Haji Omar's version for instance, the essence of the verse clearly focused on the actual cause which generated social tension and led to the escalation of the revolt against the implementation of revenue system. In contrast, in Osman's version, the author takes a different perspective as he is more concerned with the village folks' spirit in fighting the colonial system. But perhaps, the issue that begs the question the most is just how could such contrasting views has occurred if the syair was composed by the same person? One explanation for such discrepancies is if the syair was edited by a later scribe, which is quite possible since it was originally derived from a non-binding folklore which is naturally bound to changes, as and when possible or necessary. On the whole, the text of Syair Kisah Perang Rokam therefore, can be divided into three main parts, namely, i) introduction, stanzas 1-2; ii) main event, stanzas 3-17; and iii) the conclusion section, stanzas 18-19 as illustrated in Table 2 below: By time, later copier or compiler may changed it out of politeness from a bad word to a person name in order to neutralize and lower the insult tone so that it become acceptable for all audiences of all ages. Therefore, on the one hand, by mentioning all these characters, it justified the folkloristic nature of the commoner's creation of the syair. On the other hand, it draws our attention to the fact that the syair is without doubt depicting the struggles of the common people in coping with and making difficult adjustments to their livelihood in order to survive the impact of the newly enforced revenue system.
Besides nicknames, other practice of colloquialism may be found through word selection and sentence construction. The word 'berdegam-degam' as in 'Senapang berbunyi berdegam-degam' (Haji Omar, v. 4)-'imitation of gunshots sound ' and 'kelentong' (Haji Omar, v. 15 ), 'lie' would be much better if replaced with 'bertalu-talu' (Pounding sounds of gunfire) and 'penipu' for 'liar' respectively. Accordingly, in the construction of sentences, the author uses certain words that are considered inappropriate in sentences such as, 'Banyak orang tidaklah suka ' (Haji Omar, v. 8 ) and 'Minta tangguh lepas potong padi ' (Haji Omar, v. 15 ). 'Banyak' (a lot) in the former sentence for instance, is suitable for non-human usage including animal and livestock and should be replaced by 'Ramai' which is suitable for human. Whereas, in the latter sentence, the phrase 'potong padi' which is colloquial in nature should be replaced with a more proper term such as 'menuai padi' (rice harvesting).
Religious matters overshadows the narrative of the Serkam war as the actual revolt was led by the local imam, Mohammad Said bin Marsah against what must have been in general, a non-Muslim entity. Therefore, the great but unavoidable feeling of disgust and anger towards the British government was clearly mobilized by the author of the syair as the local folks were depicted to be utterly scornful and cursing the Europeans as infidels and apostates (kafir murtad) as in 'Datang daripada kafir murtad' (Haji Omar's, stanza 2). Similarly, the author's hatred and ill-feeling borne towards the British is reflected in 'Raja dimakan api neraka' (Haji Omar's, stanza 8).
Here, 'Raja' is perhaps a symbolic referent for the British colonial government which now became the poor villagers' arch-enemy. It is almost instantaneous in a Muslim and non-Muslim discursive practice to invoke the imagery of hell-fire into which tyrants, oppressors, transgressors and hypocrites will be sent, so Muslims are taught to believe by Islam, including, figuratively-speaking, bad 'governments'. The religious theme in the syair is fairly straightforward, and the author's 'comments' merely suggests his understanding of the teaching of Islam and his great faith in Almighty Allah for the salvation of his people.
The element of humour is significantly blended in the syair during its composition to bring about a jovial and lively mood to the audience. However, one finds that the sense of humour is rather directed as the banter is targeted perhaps at certain well-known public figures of Serkam. These personalities are usually portrayed as local 'clowns' who either due to their foolishness or just being plainly unlucky, are caught in the wake of the social confrontation and its predicaments, where the British authority is portrayed as the natural bully. One such predicament can be seen in stanza 13, whereby a local man, Kecut Rahman, was immediately forced to climb a coconut palm shortly after being arrested by the British troops. This unfortunate man had to suffer an unpleasant prank inflicted upon him by his captors. As shown below, it serves in part as a psychological ordeal to be used to foil the peasants from further demonstration: Two other humorous acts constructed in the syair involve the characters Pak Mat Gemuk, who was struck by a gunshot (Haji Omar, stanza 11) and Mak Uda Liah, who ran towards the swamp in panic for safety to evade captivity (Haji Omar, stanza 12). In the 'amusing' case of the former, Pak Mat Gemuk let out a loud cry which the author unwittingly described as child-like, for he was calling out his parents out of a sheer pain as the shooters took him out which flung his fat body down in a gully (Serta teriak ibu dan bapak & Dalam parit badan bercampak). As for the latter, the author showed the distraught woman who could not go up a coconut tree higher than her arms span, was a panicky who kept asking if she was 'high and dry' enough from her ever lurking captor, Rokam, (Panjat nyiur setakuk depa & Bertanyakan Rokam di mana dia).
Apart from these humorous scenes, it seems logical to suggest that the composition was in fact a two-pronged criticism levelled at the British and the folks of Serkam. It is interesting to note the manner in which the author executes his criticism in the poetry. The former were criticized for introducing such an unfavourable tax scheme as much as their bloody suppression of the revolt which was overshadowed perhaps by an anti-Islamic zeal. Meanwhile, the latter were criticized for waging a conflict with the mighty colonial, an act of attrition which only demonstrates their stupidity and impracticality. Such a futile effort did not bring about any comfort and benefit to anyone but only adds to the misery of the people at large. Their lukewarm spirit in their struggle against the colonial force were not spared by the author who has resorted to quite a sarcasm as to depict most of them as local 'clowns.' The incident also created tension, fear, despair, frustration, panic and chaos to their otherwise rather calm rural livelihood Due to the disturbance, most of the villagers had to abandon their homes, farms and livestock as they fled in numbers for safety taking refuge in other places (Omar, v. 15) . In the aftermath of the incident, the conditions in the village were clearly mirrored in the poem. As the Serkam area was a rice growing area, the paddy fields were sadly abandoned by the warring folks, and left the pastures for the taking to weaver birds, gibbons and monkeys (Haji Omar, v. 16 ).
Historical Elements
Despite their depiction of the event which was more of an entertainment, the existence of historical elements embedded in the narrative cannot be denied because it most significantly reflects the anti-colonial consciousness of the village folks. According to the Straits Settlements Annual Administration Report Malacca for the year 1888, Hervey (1889, p. 3) states clearly that:
28. All the 17 Mukims of the Southern District were assessed, but owing to the organized resistance in this district, which culminated in the Serkam disturbances, only $1,713 were collected in the last two months of the year, after the disturbances were suppressed.
Such statement by an officer of the Empire is conclusive evidence that the incidents described in the Syair Kisah Perang Rokam did happen in the penultimate year. Although they were merely 'disturbances' to the British, it was considered a war to the Malays since they were confronting a mighty colonial power and they even named it Perang Rokam (The Rokam War). In reality, it was totally an exaggeration as there was no open battle between both sides. The old tax scheme known to the folks as 'sepuluh satu,' or the 10:1 system or the Penghulu system had been in enforced for so long that it was the preferred system by the villagers. Under this mechanism, the folks of Serkam would be paying one unit for every 10 units of village products such as coconut, paddy, tapioca, palm nectar (gula Melaka), and fruits. (Note 16) The British authority had the opinion that the existing tax scheme was uneconomical which would lead to corruption and fraud especially by the unscrupulous revenue collector himself. (Note 17) Thus, for the British, the introduction of a new system for tax collection was unavoidable as it would enable a permanent form of payment in cash whereby tax assessment would be on the basis of land size, approximately about 50-60 cent per acre. 11. In past years this has been hampered with many difficulties. Land has been held under many different systems of tenure, and the many incomplete or partial attempts which have been made from time to time to modify or alter them have only resulted in greater confusion… 12. The old system generally was the native one, the understanding being that Government was entitled to one tenth of the yield either from jungle produce or from cultivation. Land uncultivated and unpaid for three years was forfeited. The Penghulu of the district was usually employed to collect the tenth. It is evident that this system is open to considerable abuse, and the result has not been satisfactory.
13. .…the system of paying tenths on produce offered temptations to subordinate collectors, as well as to those who had to pay-a result which must be demoralizing to everyone concerned. Those who advocate keeping up this form of tenure cannot have studied the matter sufficiently to appreciate the difficulties with which it is surrounded, nor did the fact that its popularity among the people merely arises from the chance afford of evading payment of taxes.
Other historical elements mirrored in the syair is the name of Rokam or Tuan Rokam which was mentioned several times as the officer who led the British troop into Serkam to suppress its local resistance. 'Rokam,' after which the war was named, according to Haji Omar's notes, derived from the corruption by local folks of Mr. J.B. Alcolm, the name of the British Demarcation Officer responsible for initiating the enforcement of the new revenue system. However, based on the Administration Report of Penang for the year 1889, Mr. J.B. Alcolm was actually officially identified as Mr. Elcum, an officer who was then transferred to Penang. Based on his vast experience in resolving the disturbance in Malacca two years earlier due the implementation of the revenue system, his expertise in regard to the Penghulu system were sought by the Penang colonial authorities as evident from the extract below (Annual Reports of the Straits Settlements 1855 -1941 , Vol. 3 1884 -1891 , 1998 162. The rates are collected by Penghulus and Collectors who receive a fixed salary and a percentage on the amount they collected. The Penghulu system is at present unsatisfactory. Mr. Elcum, who has had experience of Malacca, says the Penghulus are regarded as tax-gatherers and those appointed by Government are not such reliable men as those elected by the people of Malacca. It appears hardly practicable to combine the duties of collecting assessment with those of headman. Now that District Offices have been established there would not be any hardship in making people to pay their rates and taxes together with quit-rent at the office.
Syair Kisah Perang Rokam also highlighted the significant role played by the Sikh contingent to curb the revolt. Based on the Straits Settlements report for the year 1886, the Sikh Contingent was first established in Malacca on 1 st April 1883 whereby it helped formed the Police Force of Malacca by integrating with the Malay and Kling Contingent, resulting in police force with the strength of one sergeant, two corporals and 22 constables from the total of 304 men. In 1886, a year before the incident occurred, the Sikh Contingent consisted of one sergeant, two corporals and 29 constables from the total of 318 men under the command of the Superintendent Mr. H.O. Newland. Their good conduct and well discipline usually gained praises from their British superior. Also mentioned in the report is how they were allowed to engage themselves with other business ventures such as money-laundering and bullock-carting (Annual Reports of the Straits Settlements 1855 -1941 , Vol. 3 1884 -1891 1998 . By the end of 1887, the overall enrolment of the Sikh Contingent throughout the Straits Settlements was 219 men of all ranks and files, compared to 64 Europeans and 1609 Malay and Kling Contingent. Such statistic shows the significance of the highly-praised Sikh soldiers who, in having fulfilled the www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 9, No. 13; 2013 purpose for their recruitment, were granted their due salary raise (Annual Reports of the Straits Settlements 1855 -1941 , Vol. 3 1884 -1891 , 1998 .
Depicted as Kabul in the verse, this Sikh contingent according to Haji Omar's notes consists of twenty-four soldiers equipped with shotguns who were sent to Serkam under the command of J. B. Alcolm. Although at first they were mainly instructed to scare the villagers by firing into the air (Haji Omar, v. 4 and 7) but they later took to aggression in a retaliation following an ambush by the Serkam rebels which saw Haji Ahmad Gemok shot in the leg (Haji Omar, v. 11) as well as the arrest of Haji Shamsuddin (Haji Omar, v. 4, 5 and 6) . With their presence, this isolated case of peasant revolt was easily curbed by the British by way of instilling fear in the hearts and minds of the villagers. By displaying their military strength, they successfully demoralized, dispirited and disintegrated the Serkam folks from waging further revolt, thus effectively forcing them into accepting the enforcement of the new revenue system.
Conclusion
Syair Kisah Perang Rokam is a commoner's effort depicting a commoner's struggle to repel the new revenue system imposed by the British in 1887. As a modest creation of poetic-rhymed form of syair with a mere composition of 19 verses and highly influenced by folkloristic features that justified the work is originated from a village milieu, the poem suit the conceptual implication to the conventions Malay syair forms and functions. Though the author identifies himself as Hasin but inconclusively it may turned out to be Hasan or Husin due to slight orthographic irregularity or an error made by later scribe. Despite the depiction of events being more of an entertainment; however, the existence of historical elements reflect the historical consciousness of the author and thus earn itself a generic classification under Malay historiography genre, precisely within the subcategory of historical syair. The composition depicts the villagers' resentment towards the British for the renewed tax scheme which lead to the outbreak of anti-British resistance among the Malay folks of Serkam. Such a fruitless effort did not bear any comfort and benefit accepts that of misery to everyone involved. Furthermore, the incident also created tension, fear, despair, frustration, panic and chaos to their previously calm village livelihood to much of the author's displeasure. Their lukewarm spirit in their struggle against the colonial force was not spared by the author as it was ridiculed in a taunting manner by depicting most of them as local 'clowns'. Thus, the composition no doubt gives a glimpse and reflection of communal history through the eyes of the communal folk.
